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ABSTRACT 
The cylinder type natural gas heater with heat transfer medium 
is most widely used in gas application systems. But the 
conventional symmetrical arrangement of heat-exchange 
surfaces in cylinder is not conducive to the formation of an 
effective heat flow field. An effective measure of rotating the 
symmetrical layout structure at a certain angle is put forward 
creatively, which can optimize the overall heat transfer effect of 
the heater. The combined natural convection and radiation heat 
transfer model for both heating and cooling surfaces in the heat-
exchanging cylinder is built. The finite volume method with 
unstructured body-fitted grids is employed. Analyses and 
comparisons of the flow conditions and temperature 
distributions of the cylindrical natural gas heater indifferent 
clockwise rotation angles (10°, 20°, 30°, 35°) are carried out. 
With increasing of the angle, the natural convection and 
radiation heat transfer will be correspondingly enhanced. When 
the angle exceeds than 30°, however, the natural convective 
circulation is destroyed instead. The numerical simulation 
shows the best rotation angle is 20~30°. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The natural gas heater is an indispensable piece of equipment in 
natural gas production, transmission, and application systems 
and is the important energy consumption equipment in natural 
gas industry. So it’s extremely important to design and 
manufacture energy-saving and efficient natural gas heater. 

The material to be heated in a gas heater is medium or 
high-pressure raw natural gas, and it is usually flammable and 
explosive. For the sake of safety, related standards are 
promulgated to prohibit the use of open flame or direct heat 
from flue gas, and the raw gas must be heated by indirect 
heating of intermediate heat carrier medium [1, 2]. 

 

 
Figure 1. SCHEME OF THE CYLINDER TYPE NATURAL GAS 

HEATER 
1: Burner 2: Fire tube 3: Flue tube bundle 4: Inlet of the 
convective tube bundle 5: Outlet of the convective tube bundle 
6: Chimney   
 

Therefore, the gas heater usually is an overall assembled 
structure. In a large cylinder, heating surfaces such as fire tube 
and flue tube bundle, cooling surfaces such as convective tube 
bundle are immersed in heat transfer medium, which normally 
is water [3-5], to help the hot and cold fluid transfer heat. 
Generally, the heating surfaces and cooling surfaces are 
axisymmetrically arranged by the central axis of the circular 
cross-section of the cylinder, as shown in Fig. 1. When the 
heater is at work, heat produced by the fuel combustion is firstly 
transferred to the water through the fire tube wall and flue tube 
bundle wall; at the same time, the water transfers most of the 
heat to the natural gas in the convective tube bundle to the 
technical required temperature. The water in the cylinder will 
flow and form flow field due to the buoyancy, which is 
generated by the uneven density caused by the difference of 
water temperature. Apparently, it is of great importance to 
research into the heat flow field of the heat transfer medium in 
the cylinder. 
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2. NUMERICAL MODEL 
Along with the length direction of the cylinder, the flow field in 
most the middle section is stable, except at the two ends, due to 
the bundle entrance and bend effects. To simplify the problem, 
the end effects are ignored in this study. The two-dimensional 
circular cross-section of the cylinder is shown in Fig. 2. The 
physical properties during calculations were assumed to be 
constant, except for the density. The density is assumed to be 
linearly proportional to the temperature, because the medium 
temperature difference is small. The fluid flow is considered as 
a steady-state laminar flow (Ra<1010), so that the viscous 
dissipation is negligible. The outer wall is treated as an 
adiabatic boundary and the heat losses there are ignored. 

 

 
Figure 2. THE CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE 

CYLINDRICAL NATURAL GAS HEATER 
 
Based on the Boussinesq assumption under the steady-state 

laminar flow condition, the 2-D flow and heat transfer 
governing equations are listed below [6, 7]. 

Continuity equation: 
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Momentum equations: 
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Energy equation: 
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In which, u, v are the velocity components on x, y 
directions, respectively; p is the pressure; µ is the fluid dynamic 
viscosity; β is the fluid volume expansion coefficient; ρ is the 
fluid density; T is the temperature; T∞ is the fluid reference 
temperature; k is the thermal conductivity; and cp is the specific 
heat. 

In accordance with the actual operating conditions of a gas 
heater, the calculation boundary conditions are specified as 
follows: the wall of the cylinder is treated as an adiabatic 
boundary; the average temperature of the fire tube wall is set as 

368 K, and the average temperature of the flue tube bundle wall 
is set as 363 K; the boundary condition of the third kind is 
applied to the boundary of the convective tube bundle, and it is 
expressed as: 
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where, ke is the thermal conductivity of heat-transfer 
medium; n indicates the wall normal direction; e is the 
emissivity [8, 9]; Tw is the wall temperature; Tg is the heated gas 
temperature, the average temperature of the heated gas in the 
first and second tube passes is 290 K, and the average 
temperature of the heated gas in the third and fourth tube passes 
is 310 K; h is the heat transfer coefficient, and it is calculated by 

d
kNu

h g⋅
=                (6) 

In which, kg is the thermal conductivity of gas inside the 
convective tube bundle; d is the diameter of convective tubes; 
and the Nusselt number is calculated by a correlation [10]: 

  4.08.0Re023.0 PrNu =         (7) 

where Re is the Reynolds number for the gas flow inside the 
convective tubes, and Pr is the gas flow Prandtl number. 

Because of the complex layout of the heat-exchange 
surfaces, how to mesh the grid effectively is the most difficult 
issue in the simulation [11, 12]. In this paper, due to the 
limitation of the large cylinder body structure, the body-fitted 
solution is introduced in the Cartesian coordinate system [13] 
and the unstructured grids are adopted to mesh the irregular 
surfaces and surrounding areas. Not only the generated grid 
system is simple and intuitive, but also the conversions of node 
coordinates and the governing equations in the physical and 
computational domain are avoided [14, 15]. Fig. 3 shows the 
computation mesh on the two-dimensional circular cross-
section of the cylinder, mesh cells are 130935. Based on the 
finite volume method, the commercial software package Fluent 
6.3 is used for the simulation of the fluid flow and heat transfer 
in the cylinder. The second-order windward difference scheme 
is adopted for the convection diffusion terms and the pressure 
and velocity are coupled by a simple algorithm.  

 
 
 
 
 

           
       
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. GRID SYSTEM 
 
3. Heat Flow Field Inside The Traditional Natural Gas 
Heater 
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The isothermal cloud image and velocity vector distribution of 
the cylindrical natural gas heater with conventional arrangement 
are shown in Fig. 4. Seen from the Fig. 4(a), the temperature 
distribution on the circular cross section is non-uniform, the 
brighter of the color presents the higher of the temperature. The 
highest temperature zone appeared at the top of the fire tube and 
flue tube bundle, followed by their outer wall. The high 
temperature zone at the top of the flue tube bundle present wide 
trunk shape, caused by the heat transfer behaviors during the 
uprising flow of high temperature medium. For the fire tube, the 
high temperature zone shifted to the right, due to the strong 
effect from the lower temperature zone of the convective tube 
bundle. The lower temperature zones appear near the convective 
tube bundle, and the lowest temperature zone is close to the 
bottom of the cylinder. The phenomenon is consistent with the 
actual working behaviors. Because the bottom place is the flow 
dead region, the heat transfer process is more difficult only with 
the heat conductivity. 

  
 

      

(a) Isotherms profile (K) 

  

(b) Flow vectogram profile(m/s) 
Figure 4. HEAT FLOW FIELD OF THE CYLINDRICAL 

NATURAL GAS HEATER 
 

4. Heat Flow Field Inside The Rotating Cylinder-Type Gas 
Heater 
A new kind of rotating cylinder-type natural gas heater is 
introduced here. Make the heating and cooling surfaces rotate 
through an angle from the original symmetric layout along the 
longitudinal and transverse axes and set the heating surface in a 
lower position so as to increase the natural convection and 
radiation heat transfer. It is obvious that the rotating angle will 
have some effects on the heat flow field. 

Seen from the Fig. 4(b), the flow zones are mainly 
distributed at the regions near the heating and cooling surfaces, 
the brighter of the color presents the fast of the flow velocity. 
The medium near the fire tube forms an uprising flow; the 
medium near the first and second convective tube bundle will 
form a descending flow. These two flows will collide, which 
result the upward flow around the fire tube shifts to the right 
and the drop flow around the convective tube bundle shifts 
toward the flue tube bundle. The flow field of the cross-section 
is much confused.  

Obviously, opposed flows of the heat transfer will be in 
conflict when there are no appropriate flow channels between 
the symmetrical arranged heating and cooling surfaces. Some 
slight impact will also happen caused by the temperature 
differences between fire tube and flue tube bundle, among the 
multi-return of convective tube bundle. Due to the small 
temperature difference in the cylinder, the driving force for 
natural convection is also small; plus the impacts phenomenon, 
the whole flow field is poor and unsmooth, some flow dead 
angles appear and cause the formation of the retention zone. In 
such case, the heat transfer mode is close to heat conduction, 
and the heat transfer efficiency will be greatly decreased. 

 

             
(a) Isotherms profile (K)              

   
(b) Flow vectogram profile(m/s) 

Figure 5. HEAT FLOW FIELD OF THE CYLINDRICAL 
NATURAL GAS HEATER IN TEN DEGREES CLOCKWISE 

ROTATION 
 
Therefore, the conventional symmetrical layout structure 

of the cylinder type natural gas heater makes it hard to form an 
effective heat-transfer flow field, and lead to the lower 
efficiency and high-energy consumption of the natural gas 
heater. 

 
4.1 Rotate 10° 
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The temperature distribution cloud image with the cylinder 
rotating 10° is shown in Fig. 5(a). It can be seen that a narrow 
high temperature zone appears at the top of the fire tube and a 
horn-shaped high temperature zone appears around the flue tube 
bundle, both of them point to the middle channel between the 
two cooling surfaces and are good for the formation of 
convection cycle on the cross-section. It also can be found from 
the velocity vector distribution in Fig. 5(b). The heat flow field 
by rotating 10° has been improved to some extent than the 
conventional arrangement. The heat pressure become bigger by 
rotating 10°and a smoother natural convection is formed. But 
the medium impact phenomenon still exists among the fire tube, 
flue tube bundle and convective tube bundle, which results the 
formation of collision zone and block the developing of the 
convection flow field. 

 
 

 

 
(a) Isotherms profile (K)              

      
 (b) Flow vectogram profile(m/s) 

Figure 6. HEAT FLOW FIELD OF THE CYLINDRICAL 
NATURAL GAS HEATER IN TWENTY DEGREES 

CLOCKWISE ROTATION 
 

4.2 Rotate 20° 
Figure 6 shows the temperature distribution cloud image and 
around the first and second pass of the convective tube bundle, 
and a lower temperature drop flow zone appears in the figure. 

Fig. 6(b) shows that the heat pressure by rotating 20° is 
bigger than 10° and the improvement is significant. The fire 
tube is located at the bottom of the cylinder, a stronger heat 
pressure is formed to force the heat transfer medium around the 
fire tube flow toward to the above flue tube bundle, and then 
mixed with the medium around the flue tube bundle; flow 
through each convective tube bundle. After the heat release 
process, the medium will drop reflux back to the side of fire 

tube. The heat transfer medium forms a heat flow field, which is 
a clockwise and smooth circulation. Seen from the figure, the 
triangle block zone and the “dead angles” at the bottom of the 
cylinder are eliminated, the heat flow field is greatly improved. 
For the velocity vector distribution by rotating 20°, the narrow 
high temperature zones at the top of fire tube and around the 
flue tube bundle, point to the left channel of the third and fourth 
pass of the convective tube bundle. The visible drop stream is 
formed. 

 
4.3 Rotate 30° 
In order to increase the driving force as much as possible, the 
cylinder was rotated 30° to place the fire tube at the even lower 
position. Fig. 7 shows the temperature distribution cloud image 
and velocity vector distribution by rotating 30°. 
 

     
(a) Isotherms profile (K)               

  
 (b) Flow vectogram profile(m/s) 

Figure 7. HEAT FLOW FIELD OF THE CYLINDRICAL 
NATURAL GAS HEATER IN THIRTY DEGREES CLOCKWISE 

ROTATION 
 
Seen from the temperature distribution cloud image, it has 

no doubt that the same flow phenomenon is happened by 
rotating 30° as 20°, a low temperature zone appears at the 
bottom of the cylinder. The medium temperature around the 
convective tube bundle is relatively higher, which can fully heat 
the natural gas in the tube. It is also can be seen from the 
velocity vector distribution that a strong uprising heat-transfer 
head is formed. With the action of temperature difference 
between fire tube, flue tube bundle, and convective tube bundle, 
the heat transfer medium forms an overall organized smooth 
flow in the cylinder, thus optimize the overall heat transfer 
effect of the heater. 

 
4.4 Rotate 35° 
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Figure 8 shows the temperature distribution cloud image and 
velocity vector distribution by rotating 35°. Because the rotate 
angle is too big, the flue tube bundle are placed at the same 
horizontal height with the first and second pass of the 
convective tube bundle, the fire tube is located on the same 
vertical line with the third and fourth pass of the convective 
tube bundle. 

 

     
(a) Isotherms profile (K)              

     
 (b) Flow vectogram profile(m/s) 

Figure 8. HEAT FLOW FIELD OF THE CYLINDRICAL 
NATURAL GAS HEATER IN THIRTY-FIVE DEGREES 

CLOCKWISE ROTATION 
 

In Fig. 8(a), the narrow high temperature zone at the top of 
fire tube points to the flue tube bundle and the high temperature 
zone around flue tube bundle points to the left channel of the 
third and fourth pass of the convective tube bundle. A clear 
drop stream is formed around the third and fourth pass of the 
convective tube bundle; as shown in the figure, a narrow lower 
temperature drop stream zone is presented. Seen from the Fig. 
8(b), a local heavy flow cycle is formed among the fire tube, 
flue tube bundle and the third and fourth pass of the convective 
tube bundle. But no visible flow cycle is formed around the first 
and second pass of the convective tube bundle, which leads the 
heat transfer of the first and second pass of the convective tube 
bundle be obviously weakened. And a big circulation flow field 
cannot be formed in the cylinder eventually. 

To sum up, the heat flow field in the cylinder will change 
with the degree of the rotating angle. If the rotation angle is too 
small, it cannot increase the driving force. As the increasing of 
the angle, the driving force will be correspondingly enhanced. 
But when the angle exceeds than 30°,it will destroy the 
circulation instead. So, the best rotation angle of the cylinder is 
ranged from 20° to 30°. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
According to the distinctive heat transfer structure of the 
cylinder type natural gas heater with heat transfer medium, the 
natural convection and radiation heat transfer model with both 
heating and cooling surfaces in the cylinder has been 
established. The temperature and velocity field in the cylinder-
type natural gas heater were studied in this paper. The following 
conclusions can be drawn: 

(1) The heat-exchange surfaces are symmetrical arranged 
in the cylinder, but the temperature and velocity fields are not 
symmetrical distributed, and the heat transfer medium flows 
unsmooth. The numerical calculation results show that the 
conventional arrangement of the heating and cooling surfaces is 
not conducive to the formation of heat flow field. 

(2) Rotating the conventional symmetrical layout to a 
certain angle can optimize the relative positions of fire tube, 
flue tube bundle and convective tube bundle, and set the fire 
tube at the bottom of the cylinder. A stronger uprising heat-
transfer head will promote the formation of the clockwise and 
smooth heat flow field in the cylinder. The best rotation angle is 
from twenty to thirty degrees. 

(3) The biggest advantages for the optimized rotating 
cylinder-type natural gas heater are no additional investment, 
obvious benefits and easy promote for widespread use. 
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